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Ladies and gentlemen: the staff of Cornell’s
White Museum and the cultural community
of Ithaca have fallen victim to a fraud of
monstrous proportion, to an imposture as
wicked and brazen and clever as to
undermine our faith in the credentials of
academia.
The artifacts and debris of the civilization of
“Llhuros” on display at that until-now
bastion of artistic integrity through March 5,
are
nothing
short
of
perfidious
misrepresentation.
Using the full resources of The Ithaca
Journal, the entire art staff set to work
examining the claims and scholarship of the
very elegant catalogue of the show and have
proven conclusively that “Llhuros” has
never existed. (The lurid scholastic details
are available from The Ithaca Journal on
request and are soon to be made into a major
motions picture.)
The detritus of “Llhuros” has been
assembled by one “Professor Norman Daly”
about whom the existence of whom serious
question has also arisen. That “Professor
Norman Daly” is a pseudonym cannot be for
one instant doubted, but for whom, for
whom? Is “Daly” one or many? And has this

master of mendacity fled the scene; what
other vile humbugs has he or she or they
perpetrated, and (shudder) what is to
come??? The Journal is following every lead
and will keep you, dear reader, posted.
A most insidiously convincing performance
this “Daly” has put on. Almost too good.
Original music and an inspired pseudoanthropological commentary accompany the
trinkets and ikons and massive stone pieces
which “Daly” has doubtless pilfered from
the great museums of the world. Credit
must be given a person who could pilfer a
fourteen foot stone wall. It is my
unconfirmed suspicion that some few pieces
are not purloined but rather superb forgeries.
Proof of this will remain for carbon dating
and exports with sophisticated equipment.
The arch villain will not escape. The forces
of academic truth will catch up with him or
her and the various treasures will be restored
to their rightful dusty niches and/or rubbish
heaps. The Journal will spare no expense
and will be relentless in Daly’s pursuit. We
owe our readership no less. —JACK
SHERMAN
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